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Elizabeth's beautiful voice accompanied by Jon Werking's fabulous orchestrations of an enchanting

potpourri of songs nourish your body/mind/spirit with love, peace and gratitude. 15 MP3 Songs NEW

AGE: New Age, SPOKEN WORD: With Music Details: Elizabeth Hepburn began singing before she had

verbal skills and has never stopped. Her professional credits include Broadway, Off Broadway, and the

NY City and San Francisco Opera Companies. Emerging triumphant from a bout with cancer she shifted

her focus from theatre to the healing arts. Her work is a synthesis of her musical gifts, theatrical

experience, personal healing and years of metaphysical training. Acclaimed for the healing quality of her

voice, she presents eclectic, uplifting musical programs, produces cassettes and CDs featuring both song

and guided meditation, and creates personalized recordings to soothe, empower and heal. She writes

inspirational articles (newsun- click on 'two dreams') and leads meditation and healing groups. Elizabeth's

goal is peace - at both individual and planetary levels. She knows from personal experience that 'Peace is

Thrilling' and that it is a place, within us all, of infinite creativity and profound healing. Her journey there is

through the heart. "The best and the most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or even touched.

They must be felt with the heart." These words of Helen Keller eloquently describe the essence of

Elizabeth's work. She speaks to the heart. Her message is love. Her method is song. Comments on I Am

therefore I Love "Elizabeth's voice creates sacred space. She is a link to the Divine." Barbara Biziou,

Author "A synergy of music, healing and inspiration that only Elizabeth Hepburn could create." Mitchell

Gaynor, M.D., Author "Here is a magnificent offering from a voice that draws from the depth of the soul.

This music was drawn from love and will surely touch the place in you that remembers pure love." Alan

Cohen, Author "Elizabeth gives power to the expression of love on this CD. It soars with direction and

focus. Listening, we remember that only love can transform our lives and oftentimes, as here, only the
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human voice in song can say it well." William Schul, Ph.D., Author
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